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In a recent paper/1/ the statistical behaviour of self-avoi
ding loops on d -dimensional hypercubic lattices has been nu
merically studied . The parti t ion function of t~e investigated 
model is defined by Rys and Helfrich 

Z(t)= I g(n,s)m8 t 0
, (I) 

n,s 

where t is the monomer fugacity and g(n , s) denotes the number 
of configurations of self-avoiding loops with total length n 
in units of the lattice spacing, containing s nonintersecting 
contours with multiplicity m. Different values of m describe 
different physical systems. So , the limit m .. 0 corresponds to 
the single polymer ring without self-intersection. 

The aim of the present letter is to consider the case mal 
and to discuss an exactly solved model related to the self
avoiding ring polymers model in the simple square lattice. In 
this case we can rewrite the partition function (I) in the form: 

Z(t) =I G(n)t 0
, 

(2) 
n 

where G(n) is the number of all configurations of self-avoiding 
loops with total length n. 

Consider a square M x N lattice with periodic boundary condi
tions. The problem of calculating the partition function (2) 
is equivalent to solving the 8-vertex model with the following 
parameters 

w1 .. o, w
2

=1, w1 .t, i=3 , •• .- ,8, (3) 
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where all types of configura
tions labelled by the index 1 
are shown in fig.!. Unfortunate
ly , the set of parameters (3) 
belongs neither to the Baxter 
condition IS/ 

Fig.l. Typicat toop aonfigura
tion.Site of type 1 is fora
bidden. 

w1=w2, ws=w4' ws=ws, .w7=ws 

nor to the free-fermion condition141 

w1w2 +wsw4 =wsws + w7ws 

under which the 8-vertex model has an exact solution. 

(4) 

(5) 

Several years ago an auxiliary model has been proposed 151 

which is closely related to the sel.f-avoiding loops problem. The 
idea is to put w3 =w4 =.J'2tin (3) and to consider the sites of 
types 3 and 4 as defects on a polymer chain. Every two defects 
double the number of the loops configurations, so, the partition 
function of the auxiliary model can be represented in the form: 

Z*(t)=IG*(n)t 0
• (6) 

n 

Here G*(n) is the number of arrangements of a set of closed 
chains with total length n in which the above property of de
fects is fulfilled. The partition function {6) can be easily 
calculated by the method of Pfaffians. In the large N and M li
mit the result is/5/ 

MN 2
" Z*(t) = exp 1-- ((In( 1 + 4t2 + 2312 t cosa + 

81T 2 0 
{7) 

+ 2312 t (1 +2 112 tcosa)cos~]dad~l. 

The model has an Ising-like singularity at t = 2-312, e.g., the 
specific heat tends to infinity by the law c- lglt- t c 1. 

In this letter we shall use the properties of correlation 
functions of the auxiliary model to relate the partition func
tions (2) and (6) and to derive the critical bepaviour of the 
original model. 

Consider the correlation function corresponding to the defect 
density nn(0 defined as the probability of a site configuration 
weighted bj' w 3 or w4. By the standard pro.cedure described by 
Hontroll 16 the correlation func,tion is given by 

n D = 21 X + Q l l/2 ' (8) 

where X is the 4x4 matrix 

(" -I 0 ~)' x ~ i 0 0 
0 0 -I 
0 I 0 

{9) 
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and the components of 4x4 matrix Q are 

Qii =0, i=1,2, 3,4 

2" . 
Q

12 
= Q24 =~ f.fdad,Bil+2t 2.+ 2312tcOSa+ 

(2") 0 

+ 2 1/ 2 t (1 + 2 112 t cos a) cos~ 1/ D (t) , 

Q1s = Q24 = O 
(I O) 

1 2" 1/ 2 1 '2 Q14 = --- (( dad~(l + 2 t cosa + 2 ' t cosm/D(t), 
2"2 0 

21 /2t 2" 
Q23 = - 2 (Jdad~l(l+2t 2 +2312 tcosa)cos~ + 

(2") 0 

+ 2312 t(1+2 112 tcosa)I / D(t), 

Q ij = -Q ji • 

where D(t) = l+ 4t 2 +2v2tcosa+2v2t(l+ v2tcosa)cos~. 
The plot of the ratio of the density of defects n0(0 

polymer density p = t (a/ at) ln z * (t ): 
to the 

nrJ.t) 
s(t) = --

P (t) 
(II) 

is shown in fig.2. It is natural to call the f unction s(t) "smo
othness" of polymer rings since the sites weighted by w3 and w 4 
correspond to rectilinear segments of the polymer. One can see 
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th~t the smoothness function 
behaves like an order parameter. 
The function s(t) is almost 
constant above the critical 
point tc and rapidly decreases 
below tc' The plateau of the 
smoothness is not just constant, 
but weakly changes and reaches 
its limit value sr= 1/2 when 
t ....... 

Fig . 2. Smoothness s and reduced 
smoothness 8 against fugaci
ty. 

-

Up to now we were dealing with the exactly solved auxiliary 
model. To consider the problem of calculation of the partition 
function (2), we should make some model assumptions. First sup
pose th~t the smoothness behaves as a true order parameter, i.e., 
s(t) is constant above t0 • Second, assume st to be the val~e 

of this constant. Then for l~rge n we have the following equa
lity 

-n sr / 2 
G(n) = 'G*(n) 2 ( 12) 

since the presence of each two defects doubles the number of 
possible configurations in the original problem, and the number 
of defects is nsr· 

From (12) a relation follows between the partition functions 
Z(t) and Z *(t) above t : 

c 
-ns t l 2 

Z(t) = l: G(n) t 0 = l: G *(n) 2 = l: G *(n) t n = Z * (t) . ( 13) 
n n n 

where the new variable t is introduced: 
- sr/2 
t = t/2 , t > t c • (14) 

The singularity of Z*(t) is known, and therefore we can find 
the critical point of the model of self-avoiding loops writing: 

t c = t . 2 sr/ 2 
c 

= 2 -5/ 4 "" 0,4204 .... ( 1 5) 

This result can be compared with the numerical data of Karowski 
· et a1.111 • These authors ·have observed infinite fluctuations 

in the system of loops at temperature ~c= 0.86. Taking into ac
count their defini t.ion t = e-~ we get from (I 5) ~ 0 = 5 I 4 ln 2 = 
=0.866 ... in a good agreement with numerical data. Relation 
(13) together with (14) means that the thermodynamic functions ' 

' in the self-avoiding loops model have the same singularity as 
in the auxiliary model above t 0 , i.e·., the specific heat 
c -ln(t- tc), which is also consistent with the results of the 

numerical analysis . 
It should be stressed that we cannot draw any conclusions 

about the type of singularity below t 0 since s(t) is no longer 
constant at t < t 0 • 

To clarify the origin of the critical behaviour of the smooth
ness function, we have considered the contribution of the 
smallest loops (the elementary square in fig.l) to the value of 
s(t). By definition the proper smoothness of such loops is zero . 

The density of squar es Psq can be calculated by the method of 
Pfaffians . The result of these calculations is presented in 
fig.2, where 8 is given by 
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no 
s "' 

p- 4p sq 

One can see that deleting of the elementary squares makes the 
smoothness function more even. We conclude that the pseudo
critical behaviour of s(~ is due to the presence of small loops 
and the smoothness of the long polymer chains depends weakly on 
the fugacity. 
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KopiUUloa E.H., fipHeszea B.B. El7-84-659 
ficeBAOKPHTftqeCKOe ROBeAeHHe rn~OCTH C8MOH96er~ 
DOJIHMepoa 

06c~aeTCR MOAenb ~8MOH96er~ nOJIHMepoa Ha KB&APaTHOA 
pemeTxe. BBOAHTCR acnONora'leru.Hu NQAen~o, cmaa H9 xopperu~~oa
HWX «<IYHK~ KOTOPOI hrttsaaPa. rn~OCTbrD/ 06nSAaeT nceBAo
KPHTJAecicHN noaEt.t.ea•~ 9ToT ' (NutT nosaonJieT BWIIHcnHTI» KPHTJAec 
KYJO TOQKY t 0 OCHOBRcril ·NOAenll H ODPeAenHTb THn oco6eHHOCTH BIIBe 

te • 

Pa6oTa awnonHeaa a Ba6opaToPHH TeopeTJI'IIecxoA tasHKH OHRH. 
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Kornilov E.I., Priezzhev V.B. . El7-84-659 
Pseudo-Critical B~viour of Smoothness of Self-Avoiding Loops 

It is shown that the critical point and the logarithmic 
singularity of the specific heat for the ·self-avoiding-loop 
model on the square lattice can be found by introducing an 
exactly solvable auxiliary model. Evaluations of correlation 
functions of the latter model shov . the pseudo-critical behavi
our of the density of rectilinear polymer segments. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR • 
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